Training for community educators
A continuum of educator roles

At MLFTC, we believe in a continuum of educator roles. Instead of asking all educators to be all things to all learners at all times, we need to unpack the tasks we ask each professional to do and reallocate those tasks, sustainably, across teams. **Community educators are a crucial part of our vision.**
What are community educators?

Community educators contribute to the content mastery and intra- and interpersonal skill growth of learners. They may be parents or caregivers working with children near and dear, or they may take on roles that partner with professional educators in physical and virtual settings. In schools, community educators enhance the work of professional educators by performing specific roles and responsibilities that serve to deepen and personalize learning for students. They complete training that allows them to carry out these roles and responsibilities and increases their competence and capacity.
Providing training: nanocourses and backpacks

Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College is building a number of online learning experiences, or *nanocourses*. Nanocourses take 10 – 20 minutes to complete and give future community educators actionable and immediately implementable strategies for supporting learners.

A set of nanocourses is called a backpack. Backpacks usually consist of five or six content- or skills-focused nanocourses. If the community educator is working in a school context, there are also five “School Basics” nanocourses they must complete.
Designed to be modular and combinable

Nanocourses can be combined in multiple ways. We often talk about course areas and nanocourses as puzzle pieces.

There are multiple course areas, covering both course content and skills.

Each course area consists of multiple nanocourses.

We can combine course areas or individual nanocourses to create specific focuses or roles.
Role in focus: Online Reading Accelerator

As an example of combining different nanocourses, the **Online Reading Accelerator** role includes courses from Reading Accelerator, School Basics and Digital Pedagogy.
Role in focus: Home Educators

For Home Educators, community pathways courses can provide much-needed content or behavior support. Family members can take one or all of the courses in a specific area, as needed, to support their learners.

A Home Educator is working with their third grader and needs strategies for helping with reading and math.

The Home Educator takes courses in both areas—the courses they need for a small group they are teaching at home. They can come back and take the remaining courses when or if needed.
Examples of community educator roles

Community educators can hold a range of responsibilities, depending on learners’ and communities’ needs. Some example community educator roles are:

1. Reading Accelerator
2. Writing Guide
3. Math Champion
4. Equity and Access Liaison
5. Student Success Coach
6. Exceptional Learner Advocate
7. Activity and Health Supporter
8. Mentor
Explore our nanocourses

Explore our course offerings for community educators at: workforce.education.asu.edu/educator-pathways/community